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Abstract Step-by-step calibration procedures of particle image thermometry (PIT) for non-invasive and
accurate temperature measurements using thermo-chromic liquid crystals (TLCs) are described in this
paper. The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of various aspects of camera settings and image
and data processing on the calibration of TLCs, and reveal the optimal parameter settings for achieving the
best calibration curve of temperature versus color. Based on this study, an optimal window size has been
proposed for median filtering to achieve the best compromise between noise removal and retaining of the
true color information of the original experimental photographs; an optimal white balance settings in terms
of the color temperature has been revealed for the present optical system; and finally, an optimal config-
uration of neural networks has been identified for obtaining the best hue–temperature correlation for further
experiments.

Keywords Image processing � Median filter � Particle image thermometry

1 Introduction

Accurate temperature field data is essential for heat transfer and fluid flow analyses, especially for evalu-
ation of convective heat transfer coefficients in complex geometries or in dynamic fluid flows. Traditional
temperature sensors such as thermocouples or thermistors can only provide temperature information at
discrete points; and moreover, the presence of these sensors in the flow domain may disturb the original
flow. Therefore, temperature measurements based on thermo-chromic liquid crystals (TLCs) have advan-
tages over conventional temperature sensors in that the method is non-invasive and can map the full
temperature field instantaneously, provided that proper calibration process and image post-processing
techniques are adopted (Fujisawa and Funatani 2000; Park et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2001).

The TLCs usually exist in smectic, nematic or cholesteric phases. When a white light source shines on
the chiral nematic TLC, only the light of a particular wavelength corresponding to its temperature is
reflected. The visible colors of TLCs turn from colorless to red at a given temperature, and as the tem-
perature is increased, pass through other colors of the visible spectrum in sequence (orange, yellow, green,
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blue, violet) before turning colorless at a higher temperature (Smith et al. 2001). These color changes have
been stated as repeatable and reversible, however, a hysteresis effect has also been reported (Anderson and
Baughn 2004).

TLC sheets or sprays that are widely available for scientific, medical and industrial applications are very
popular in mapping temperature fields on surfaces, i.e., for surface tomography applications (Grassi et al.
2007). For natural convection flows however, TLC slurries as a dilute suspension in a carrying fluid are used
instead (Fujisawa and Funatani 2000; Stasiek 1997; Stasiek and Kowalewski 2002). A light sheet of white
light which cuts a specific cross section of the domain gives a map of the temperature distribution in that
sheet. The visualized images have a discrete appearance caused by non-continuous clouds of points.
Therefore, some regions of the color images have to be rejected in post-processing if they are too dark (no
particle is present in the carrier fluid in a specific area) or if unwanted reflections or light scattering occur.

The TLC calibration has to be performed very carefully in order to obtain an accurate temperature–hue
representation for further use in the particle image thermometry (PIT) experiments. The hue–temperature
curves are highly nonlinear and depend strongly on the spectral effects of the illumination source, as
reported by Anderson and Baughn (2005). In their work, they tested five illumination sources and obtained
different color curves which were not all monotonic in the visible range. In this study, we use only one light
source to generate a light sheet but with different white balance (WB) color temperatures and we aim to find
in this way an optimal setting of the camera in order to capture the most monotonic function of the hue value
against the temperature.

As is well known, the three primary colors red (R), green (G) and blue (B) exist in the light source in
varying proportions, depending on the color temperature. To human eyes for instance, white objects look
always white regardless of the type of lighting. However, for digital CMOS/CCD sensors, the color tem-
perature has to be adjusted so that the color in the image looks more natural. Therefore, a series of
experimental measurements have been carried out to test and show the digital camera’s response with
different WB settings in terms of the color temperatures ranging from 3,000 to 7,000 K. All the tested
calibration photographs were shot under the same experimental light conditions; any variation in the light
conditions will alter the observed response of the TLC and render the calibration invalid. Different light
conditions will require a separate calibration. Although, the topic of the TLCs has been reported in the
literature, the current paper addresses certain fundamental but important issues for determining accurate and
quantified temperature information not being previously described. It describes some general procedures
that can be successfully used with various TLCs and with different optical systems and lighting conditions.
It presents step-by-step recipes of the techniques that lead to a proper calibration of the TLC slurries using
different camera settings to get the most monotonic color response to temperature. The methods presented
below can be used with a range of equipment as a general guide for PIT measurements with many possible
applications in science, industry and medicine.

2 Experimental apparatus

A cube of 3 9 3 9 3 cm3 was used as an enclosure to carry out the calibration experiments. The four
sidewalls of the cube were made of transparent Perspex, and the top/bottom walls were made of 3-mm-thick
copper plates, which also form parts of the upper and lower cooling chambers as seen in Fig. 1. Water of
constant temperature was pumped through the chambers from a circulator controlled by a PC computer. The
cube has three holes in one sidewall for mounting thermistors for temperature monitoring. The rear sidewall
of the cube was covered by a sheet of non-reflective black paper as a background for experimental pho-
tography. The working fluid was inserted into the enclosure through the filling hole using a syringe and a
thin needle, and the filling hole in the wall was sealed afterwards by a screw and silicone resin. These
procedures have been developed by the authors and co-workers over many years and are reported, for
example, in Bednarz et al. (2007, 2008).

A 12.8-MPix CMOS digital camera (EOS 5D) and a lens with 70–200 zoom and aperture f/2.8, covered
by a UV filter were used for photography. The camera was placed on a tripod at a distance of 1.5 m from the
cube, perpendicular to the front sidewall, and focused on the illuminated plane of liquid crystals. The
illumination was from a white light source of a halogen lamp of a slide projector with a color temperature of
about 3,000 K. The spectral composition of the light source is unknown; however, so long as the same light
source is used in subsequent experiments using this calibration, the composition is immaterial. A thin slit
film was placed at the film location of the projector so that a thin light sheet was obtained over a long
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distance. The position of the illumination source and the viewing angles remained unchanged for all the
experiments concerning different WB settings. The purpose of the present investigation was to achieve the
most optimal calibration configuration with one light source by manipulating different camera settings.
Information about spectral effects of different illumination sources can be found in Anderson and Baughn
(2005).

New experimental fluid was prepared for every experimental case: approximately 0.1–0.15 ml of TLC
KXN-20/30 (Japan Capsular Products Inc) was mixed with 1 l of distilled water. It is important to keep the
TLC concentration the same throughout the calibration. The working fluid is normally clear or slightly
milky in appearance, and the TLCs reflect a definite color at a specific temperature. An accurate calibration
is required using the HSI color representation so that observed colors can be converted into temperature
values.

3 HSI color representation

First, a specification of colors must be defined. The HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) color space has very
important features for image processing; it represents colors in a way that is similar to the way that the
human eye senses colors. If we have an image in the RGB color format, the H component of each RGB pixel
can be obtained using the following equation (Gonzalez et al. 2004):

H ¼ h if b� g
360� h if b [ g

�
where h ¼ cos�1 0:5 2r � g� b½ �
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The intensity I and saturation S components can be computed as follows:

I ¼ 1

3
r þ gþ bð Þ S ¼ 1�min r; g; bð Þ

I

where r = R/(R ? G ? B), g = G/(R ? G ? B) and b = B/(R ? G ? B). The R, G and B represent color
components and have values from 0 to 255.

4 Effect of image filtering

Figure 2 shows an example photograph taken during a conduction experiment in the cube heated from above
and cooled from below. Linear temperature stratification is established in the cube. The vertical light sheet
was cast through the middle-plane of the cube, and the photograph was taken in the plane perpendicular to
the front wall. The TLCs responded with the colors belonging to the visible electromagnetic light spectrum
depending on the fluid temperature. Due to the finite diameters of the TLC particles, the spatial distribution
of the particles in the illuminated plane, and some effects of unwanted reflections, the original photograph
has a ‘‘sandy’’ appearance. It can be clearly seen from the enlarged portion of the experimental photograph,
in which lighter and darker areas are visible, that discrete TLC particles can be identified. In this case the
TLC particles cover approximately 6–10 pixels each (the particle size in pixels can be estimated based on
the nominal diameter of the TLCs, the field of view, and the image resolution). An examination of the entire

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus
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flow field of interest in Fig. 2 reveals that the upper part of the enclosure has black color areas. The
appearance of the black background in the photograph is caused by sedimentation of the TLC particles
which cannot be suspended uniformly across the whole flow domain for a very long time. The present
conduction experiment took about 4 h to reach a steady state. Usually, convection experiments last for a
relatively shorter time, and thus the sedimentation of TLC particles is not an issue. It is strongly recom-
mended that, before carrying out experiments, the working fluid is mixed with the TLC particles using, for
instance, a magnetic mixer to get uniform particle concentration across domain. Also, if the fluid is used for
multiple experiments, it is desirable to prepare a new one after several experiments since the color response
of TLC particles weakens with time.

The experimental photographs need to be post-processed in order to remove or suppress existing pixel
noise which has a strong influence on the image quality and the estimation of the color components. In
image processing, several noise removal techniques and algorithms are well known. They usually concern
techniques with one color component, which is the easiest case to adopt and the most successfully applied in
gray-scale image processing. However, in the PIT technique the focus is on color, and it is not a trivial task
to adopt noise removal techniques for color images consisting of three separate color components for every
single pixel. A simple spatial mean filter is one of the many existing techniques. It is based on a sliding-
window analysis that calculates the mean value of each separate color component in the window and
replaces the center pixel value with the calculated mean value. The method itself is simple and results in a
smooth and clearly averaged image as seen in Fig. 2, for which the analysis was carried out using an
11 9 11 window size. The mean filter, however, has some disadvantages when compared with a median
filter. The median filter is commonly used in image processing due to its spatial noise removal and noise
suppression properties. It has also edge-preserving smoothing behavior on the processed images. These
features make the median filtering a useful tool for the post-processing of the photographs taken during
thermal experiments with TLC particles suspended in a working fluid. These two filters are commonly used
in the literature for noise removal from experimental photographs of TLCs (Baughn et al. 1999; Grassi et al.
2007).

The median filter is based on conditional ordering and used as a nonlinear operator to at first arrange the
pixels in a local window of a defined radius according to the values of their color components. It then
replaces the value of the center pixel in the resulting image by the middle RGB vector from the list.
Therefore, with the median filter a very unrepresentative pixel in the neighborhood will not affect the final
color vector, and the median filter does not create any new unrealistic pixel values when the filter straddles
an edge or when there is a sudden color change. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the two filters described
above. Clearly, in the resultant images with both filters, the amount of dark and light shades and noise are
substantially reduced, and the images have a smoother appearance. The median filter however, undoubtedly
preserves the edge, whereas the mean filter creates an artificial smoothed transition from the region where
the fluid meets the side wall, and thus introduces additional uncertainty to the calibration. For the purpose of
this paper, a median filter based on conditional ordering is used (Koschan and Abidi 2001).

Figure 3 shows the results of median filtering on an experimental image of water with suspended TLC
particles kept at a constant temperature of 20.4�C. The resulting color response of the TLC KXN-20/30 is
turquoise with a computed hue value H = 130. Different window sizes (5 9 5, 9 9 9, 15 9 15 and
21 9 21) for median image processing were applied on the input image, and the increasing smoothing effect
with the increasing window size is clearly seen in Fig. 3. With the 5 9 5 window size, the sandy appearance
is clearly reduced, and the white pixels caused by unwanted reflections disappear. The image however, still
has a grainy appearance. The best smoothing result is noticeably obtained for the window size of 21 9 21. It
is anticipated that increasing the window size further will result in an increasingly smoothed image.
However, for applications of median filtering to images taken from a non-uniform temperature field, the

Fig. 2 Photograph taken during conduction experiment: working fluid is heated from above and cooled from below. Also
comparison of image processing results: no filter, edge-preserving median filter and mean filter
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choice of the window size for correct analysis should be determined with consideration of other aspects such
as the resolution of the photograph, the color variations caused by the temperature changes, and the
particles’ size as will be shown later in this section.

Table 1 gathers corresponding values of mean color components and hue values calculated for the entire
experimental domain with the standard deviations listed for each component. For the input image (with no
filter), the standard deviations of color components have relatively high value of SDevR = 17.29,
SDevG = 18.50 and SDevB = 18.23. The standard deviation of the hue value is much smaller
(SDevH = 6.26). The R, G and B variables take values from 0 up to 255, and the hue value ranges from 0 to
360. Therefore, the variation of the hue values is much smaller when compared to the RGB color com-
ponents. This behavior can be simply explained with the definition of the hue value which is independent of
the saturation and intensity. The application of the median filter on the photograph minimizes the scattering
effect while keeping the average hue value of the analyzed window at virtually the same level as seen in
Table 1.

An additional test was carried out in order to investigate the effect of median filtering on photographs
from a convection experiment in a reservoir model cooled from above (Bednarz et al. 2008). The
enclosure for that experiment was made of Perspex and was 0.3 m long, 0.06 m wide and 0.015 m high.
Inside the enclosure a slope of inclination 0.1 was fixed to the walls. The enclosure was covered by a
copper plate above which the water was constantly pumped from a constant water circulator to cool down
the top water surface. Figure 4 shows two photographs taken during two different experiments with
different image resolutions. The first image (Fig. 4a) was taken from the same distance as the calibration
pictures, and thus has the same particles size (6–10 pixels) as the calibration images. The second image
(Fig. 4b) has particle sizes estimated to be around 11–20 pixels. The input images were subject to median
filtering of different window sizes. It is seen in Fig. 4 that the increase of the window size caused the
images to be more smoothed. As presented above, the increase of the window size reduces the scattering
effect; however, a large window size also causes increasing distortion of the color patterns compared with
the original image.

The quality of the reconstructed image can be measured by the traditional distortion measures such as
peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the mean absolute error (MAE) defined in (Chan et al. 2005; Thakur
and Anand 2005):

PSNR ¼ 10 log10

3602

1
N

P
i;j ðri;j � xi;jÞ2

; MAE ¼ 1

N

X
i;j

ri;j � xi;j

�� ��

where N is the number of pixels considered, ri,j and xi,j denote the pixel hue values of the restored image and
the original image, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the plots of PSNR and MAE for different window sizes of the median filter for the
photographs shown in Fig. 4b. In general, it can be observed, that the MAE increases and PSNR decreases
with the window size. There exists a relatively flat region in the MAE and PSNR plots in which the
calculated MAE and PSNR values are relatively insensitive to the window size. The flat region corresponds
to window sizes of 11 9 11, 15 9 15, 19 9 19. It indicates that, in the relatively flat region, increasing the
window size gives a nearly constant hue estimation error (MAE) while reducing the pixel scattering caused
by unequal particle distributions. If the window size is increased further beyond the flat region, it can be
seen in Fig. 5 that the MAE increases steeply and the quality of reconstructed image (quantified by the
PSNR value) is reduced sharply. This is because of the over-smoothing effect of medium filtering with large
window sizes.

It is found that the optimal window size approximately corresponds to the particle size. With the first set
of images shown in Fig. 4a, the particle size is about 6–10 pixels. A window size between 5 9 5 and 9 9 9

Fig. 3 Effect of the median filtering on the experimental photograph
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will give good results. However a window size of 9 9 9 is preferable due to its greater noise reduction.
Similarly, for the second set of images shown in Fig. 4b, which has a particle size of 11–20 pixels, a window
size of 19 9 19 gives the best results in terms of the maximum smoothness and the minimum distortion.

Table 1 The red, green, blue and hue values and their standard deviation for the post-processed images presented in Fig. 5

Median R SDevR G SDevG B SDevB H SDevH

No filter 100.96 17.29 148.10 18.50 110.25 18.23 130.42 6.26
5 9 5 99.13 6.57 146.23 8.48 108.33 7.924 130.41 5.12
9 9 9 98.89 4.24 145.95 5.62 108.04 5.23 130.46 3.86
15 9 15 98.82 3.15 145.83 4.04 107.96 3.77 130.51 2.88
21 9 21 98.80 2.68 145.83 3.35 107.94 3.14 130.53 2.40

Fig. 4 Sample photographs from two different convection experiments with the estimated particle size in digital images being
a 6–10 pixels; b 11–20 pixels
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Fig. 5 Results in PSNR and MAE for the images from Fig. 4b
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Fig. 6 Response of the TLCs colors in photographs depending on color temperature of the camera used in the experiment: red,
blue and hue values. Error bars represent standard deviation of hue value at the specific point
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5 Effect of white balance

The color temperature of digital CMOS sensors must be always adjusted so that the color in the image looks
natural. Therefore, several tests were carried out to investigate the digital camera’s response with different
WB settings in terms of the color temperatures from 3,000 to 7,000 K. All photographs were shot during the
experiment in which the water body in the cube was cooled to constant temperatures starting from 24.2�C
and finishing at 18.9�C in 26 steps. In every step, the fluid was kept isothermal for about 15–20 min, and
experimental photographs were then taken using different settings of the camera. After that, the temperature
was set to the lower next calibration point and the above procedure was repeated.

Figure 6 shows the R, B and corresponding hue values obtained in the calibration experiment with
different WB settings. Considering two color components, it can be noted in Fig. 6 that all have definite
minima and maxima at specific temperatures. If the color temperature is high, a higher red value is
noticeable, and if the color temperature is low, a higher blue value is observed. Moreover, the color
temperature of 3,000 K gives a very narrow response of the hue values, and the resulted colors lie in the
cold-color region between green and blue. This is seen in Fig. 7, which presents the sampled TLC pho-
tographs at different fluid temperatures (18.9–24.2�C) and with different color settings of the camera
(3,000–7,000 K). At 3,000 K, all pictures have blue shades, and there are almost no warm colors recog-
nizable. If the color temperature is increased, the blue component decreases, and the red component
increases, resulting in warmer color responses.

Considering the temperature–hue plots shown in Fig. 6, it is possible to choose the most monotonic
curve of the estimated hues with the highest indicating temperature range. Based on the information
obtained during the experiment, the color temperature of 5,200 K was chosen as the best camera setting for
further PIT experiments with the present optical system. The experimental photographs obtained at 5,200 K
had relatively small values of the standard deviation of the hue compared with other color temperatures as
seen in Fig. 6. The obtained temperature–hue curve is monotonic in the range from 19.7 to 23.7�C, which
gives approximately 4�C of useful temperature bandwidth for our experimental fluid.

6 Hue–temperature correlation

For the PIT analysis, a correct and accurate hue–temperature correlation is required. The most popular and
easiest way is by polynomial regression that fits known temperatures with corresponding hue values cal-
culated from the RGB color components. In the present experiment, a sixth-order polynomial fit is used for
the monotonic hue–temperature response region (for temperatures 19.7–23.7�C). Figure 8 shows some
sample test results. The target temperature in Fig. 8a is compared with the temperature obtained using the
estimated hue–temperature curve. The dashed line denotes the ideal correspondence between the target
temperature and the measured temperature. The accuracy of the curve-fitting is assessed by the coefficient of
determination R2 which is 0.9962, and the mean absolute error which is estimated to be 0.0493�C in this
case. The correlation obtained by this method is very good.

The polynomial fitting is not the only technique that can be successfully used to convert colors into
temperature values. An alternative technique, which may have some advantages over the polynomial curve-
fitting described above, is to use trained back-propagation neural networks (Grewal et al. 2006). In par-
ticular, it may have additional advantages for the hue–temperature calibration as more than one input

Fig. 7 Color responses of the TLC captured by a digital camera at different fluid temperatures and at different color
temperature (WB) setting
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parameter is used for estimating the temperature of a pixel. Therefore, several neural network configurations
were tested here to compare their performances with each other and with the conventional polynomial
curve-fitting technique.

Figure 8b shows a sample neural network configuration for the PIT application with three layers of
neurons: the first two have variable numbers of working neurons; and the third one has only one neuron with
three inputs and one output. In the test, the input has either three (R, G, B) or four (R, G, B, H) parameters.
The networks are trained using the color components curves from the calibration experiment as training
vectors, and the measured temperatures as target vectors. The standard back-propagation algorithm (Ta-
deusiewicz 1993) is used to modify the weights and biases of each network nodes until the root-mean sum of
the difference between the calculated and perfect values of target vectors is minimized to a required level. In
addition, different activation functions on each layer are tested in order to achieve the best results. The
various cases tested are listed in Table 2. For instance, Case 2 has three input parameters with six neurons in
the first and second layers and one in the third layer. The hyperbolic tangent sigmoid activation function is
used for the first two layers and the log sigmoid activation function is used for the third layer. The analyzed
temperatures are limited to the monotonic region of the hue function (the usable TLC color range). Around
10,000 iterations are required to train the neural network to achieve very good level of fitting accuracy. The
obtained regression coefficient for Case 2 is R2 = 0.9940 with a mean absolute error of the predicted
temperature equal to 0.0545�C. Changing the number of neurons and activation functions for the neural
network layers leads to different results. Table 2 compares the performance of different calibration tests
carried out using multi-layered multi-input feed-forward back-propagation neural networks along with the
sixth-order polynomial curve-fitting. It is found that the mean absolute error can be improved depending on
the specific configuration of the neurons and the activation functions adopted. Quite good results are
obtained for Case 7, for which the number of neurons on the first and the second layer are reduced to 3, and
only log sigmoid activation function is used. The mean absolute error is reduced to 0.0462�C. By increasing
the number of inputs from three to four (R, G, B and H), the measurement accuracy is even further
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Fig. 8 Target temperature versus temperature obtained using a 6th order polynomial fitting, b neural networks

Table 2 Performance of different neural network configurations

No Input
parameters

Neurons
in layers

Activation
functions

Color bandwidth
(�C)

Regression
coefficient

Mean absolute
error (�C)

1 H Polynomial fit 19.7–23.7 0.9962 0.0493
2 R, G, B 6, 6, 1 tan, tan, log 19.7–23.7 0.9940 0.0545
3 R, G, B 6, 6, 1 tan, tan, lin 19.7–23.7 0.9949 0.0528
4 R, G, B 6, 6, 1 log, log, lin 19.7–23.7 0.9898 0.0733
5 R, G, B 6, 6, 1 log, log, log 19.7–23.7 0.9952 0.0486
6 R, G, B 2, 2, 1 log, log, log 19.7–23.7 0.9949 0.0493
7 R, G, B 3, 3, 1 log, log, log 19.7–23.7 0.9953 0.0462
8 R, G, B 10, 10, 1 log, log, log 19.7–23.7 0.9943 0.0479
9 R, G, B 20, 20, 1 log, log, log 19.7–23.7 0.9949 0.0456
10 R, G, B, H 3, 3, 1 log, log, log 19.7–23.7 0.9977 0.0375
11 R, G, B, H 20, 20, 1 log, log, log 19.7–23.7 0.9978 0.0319
12 R, G, B 3, 3, 1 log, log, log 18.9–24.2 0.9810 0.1129
13 R, G, B, H 3, 3, 1 log, log, log 18.9–24.2 0.9821 0.1027

Activation functions: log–log sigmoid activation function
lin linear activation function, tan hyperbolic tangent activation function
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improved. The best results are obtained for Case 11, for which the mean absolute error is only 0.0319�C and
R2 = 0.9978. Good accuracy is also obtained for Case 10, for which the number of neutrons is 3 in the first
two layers. Case 10 needs less computational time than Case 11 due to the reduced number of neurons.
Cases 12 and 13 consider an extended color bandwidth. It is shown that it is possible to get results in an
extended range using neural networks with a slight sacrifice of the accuracy. The mean absolute error for
those two cases is greater than 0.1�C. Figure 8b shows the comparison of the results for Cases 4, 11 and 12.
The straight line denotes the ideal correlation between the target and the expected outputs. Based on
Table 2, the best accuracy is achieved in Case 11.

It must be emphasized however that the use of neural networks to evaluate the calibration curve is not a
primary goal of this paper. It has been introduced here in a simple way to demonstrate that it may have some
advantages over polynomial fitting rather than an exhaustive investigation of the ability of neural networks
to complete the calibration.

7 Conclusions

The present paper is concerned with various aspects relevant to quantitative temperature measurements
using the PIT technique based on TLC images. At first, the benefits of median filtering for noise removal and
edge preserving have been demonstrated. It is shown that the accuracy can be improved with the application
of median filtering. The analysis has shown that the optimal window size for median filtering approximately
corresponds to the particle size measured in pixels.

The essence of PIT measurements is to obtain a monotonic relation between the hue and the temperature.
Using different cameras, different TLCs and different light sources, different temperature–hue pairs are
obtained. General procedures described in this paper can be applied to any kind of CCD/CMOS cameras and
different types of TLCs. It has been demonstrated that a WB of our camera corresponding to a color
temperature of 5,200 K gives the best results. It should be emphasized that every camera system may have
different color sensitivity, and the optimum WB color setting may be different to 5,200 K. Therefore,
careful calibration should be carried out for a specific experimental condition.

Finally, a series of sample calibration tests were presented. A polynomial curve-fitting is compared with
the results obtained from trained neural networks of different configurations. It is found that three layered
networks give very accurate fitting results. It is shown that more accurate results are obtained when the
networks have four inputs (R, G, B and H) with the log sigmoid activation functions at all layers. Therefore,
such three layered neural networks can be successfully used as an alternative approach to the conventional
polynomial-fitting technique.
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